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Abstract : We have studied in this paper, the time evolution of a neutral beam injected 
into a plasma. The reluxation time of neutral beam having initially a 5-function shaped 
distribution function, can be estimated by calculating the eigenvalues of Fokker-Plank Operator 
(FPO) The coefficients of the FPO for our problem are determined from Rosenbluth potentials. 
Stationary and nonstationury solutions are found and discussed for the distribution function of 
neutral test particles
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l. In tro d u c tio n
The relaxation of charged species dispersing in a fully ionized plasma has been studied by 
Shizgal 11.21. The method used by this author, is based on the expansion of the distribution 
function in the eigenfunctions of Fokker-Plank operator. Reciprocals of the corresponding 
eigenvalues give the relaxation times of the system. We employ this method to study the 
relaxation of a fast neutral beam injected into an homogeneous plasma lor heating purposes 
(NB1) We suppose that a beam of energetic neutral particles which will be consi ere 
our ‘test particles’ enter an homogeneous plasma of the same species. The neutral beam are 
supposed here to be neutral hydrogen atoms injected into an hydrogen Pla sm a ™ ' 
distribution function of test particles could be taken approximately as a function, wh 1 
that of plasma particles is considered Maxwellian and spatially isotropic. In Section 2 wc 
will write Fokker-Plank (FP) equation for NB1 problem and determine its c°efficients y 
calculation of Rosenbluth potentials. In Section 3, we will d,s<mss. «*tiona nd
nonstationary solutions of FP equation. Finally, time evolution of an initially 5 -lunetion 
shaped distribution function of test particles will be given qualitatively ^  w q s
2. Fokker-Plank equation for NBI problem
Obviously, we can express the time evolution of distribution functions of different 
interacting particles by means of Fokker-Plank equation. We represent respectively by/, 
and f h the distribution function of test and plasma particles. Thus the evolution of test 
particle will be given by FP equation of the form :
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- s h - i s H ’ (1)
For an isotropic distribution, the coefficients At and D, are defined as [3,4]:
K  = - v | ( l0v . (2)
D,(v) = o i < v > [ i - S ] * r t < v > 2 . (3)
where vj.(v) = , (4)
1
D[(v) = El v  72 V 2m! h h dv ' u
and Di = r , Y  72 d2ghZ* h Lh dv2 ‘ (6)
The summation over b includes all plasma constituent particles (electrons and 
ions) gh and hB are the famous Rosenbluth potentials. The coefficient f) in eqs. (4), (5) and 
4  jtZP" €*
(6 ) is given by T, = ------'■---- (In .4), where In A is the coulomb logarithm. Rosenbluthmt
potentials are defined as [S] *
«*(*■) = J  d*v' fh(v’) \v-v'\. (7)
m *o = j d 3 (8 )
where f b is the distribution function for plasma particles and is considered as mentioned 
earlier to be Maxwellian, i.e., f h(v) = exP Here, vb = ■
Substituting//, into eqs. (7) and (8 ), we obtain after carrying the required integrations :
n,.<P —
hh(v) = (9)
8/>(v) (10)
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where f>(x) = ^  j  (jr) + -^L e-’1
and <P(x) is the error function. Using these and eqs. (4-6), we get
where r ( _x _ <t>(x) -  x<t>’{x)C(x)------- j p -----■
(M)
( 12)
(13)
We now expand eq. (12) for plasma electrons and ions as
We assume further that the relatively high velocity of lest particles (v) lies between 
plasma ions and electrons velocities, i.e.y v, «  v «  ve. The following assymptotic limits 
thus will be obtained for <p(x) and C7(jc) :
0 , \  2 n*(x) = T n ’
2x
3 ~^K ' 
1
TxT'
G(x) =
X -> ~ , # * ) * ! .  G(x) =
1 he slowing down rale will therefore be written in the simpler form of
= + ^  + + 5')^.
which gives for the first coefficient of Fokker-Plank equation as 
A,(v) = - | a v +
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
Here, both test and plasma particles are supposed to be hydrogen. (mf ~ m, »  mr)
# - - * / * ( . ♦  a ) - - 2 * r , , .  «•»
The second coefficient of FP equation is obtained from eqs. (II) and (13) by 
carrying out the summation for two plasma species as
. (20)
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Again, using the limit conditions, we find for the parallel and perpendicular (with 
respect to the beam) coefficients the following formulae :
„  r IZ e 1 2Ze2 Z( Z }v } 'D (v) = n r ,  —f~------ — + -J- -  - J - J -  .
[V»fv 3V?rv v 2 v3
(21)
(22)
In the limit where -jj- —> 0, the last term in eq. (22) could be eliminated, this
leads to
d; ( v) = ner , \  - i .  + ^-1 = -1.
1 '  '[3VFv, V J v (23)
Comparing eqs. (21) and (23) we see that is much smaller than D[(D^ «  D [). The
diffusion coefficient will have therefore only the term perpendicular to the beam
R y  \
propagation. Substituting the coefficients A = ax  + and B = — into FP equation
we get
(24)
-\r
Thus the FP operator, = Lfpf t can be reduced to the following form
(25)
3. Fokker-Plank equation’s solutions
For solving FP equation (25) we have to find the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of 
FP operator. Reciprocals of these eigenvalues will then give the relaxation times of initial 
fast particles.
3.J. Stationary solution :
We first look for a stationary solution of Fokker-Plank equation. We designate this by 
/ ( jc, t) = / ( jc, °o) = / 0 (jc). We have from eq. (25) for the stationary case :
d [A (x )f(x t <*>)] + d 2[B (x )f(x , « )] _ Q (26)
dx dx2
Integrating this from 0 to jc and rearranging it by introducing the normalization factor 
yv, we get
f 0(x) = K e x p j - j ^ y  -  In B (*)j - / ( * , - ) .
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For our puipose, we use A(x)  = - ( o r  + and B(x) = I .  We get for the 
stationary solution
/„ (* )  = exp
or f 0{v) m Nv- 3 exp ^y p v 3 j .  (27)
3.2. Nonstationary solution:
In this section, we look for the solution which represents the time evolution of 
the distribution function of test particles (f,). The starting point will be the following 
equation
Lf ,  = ~ K f n  (28)
where L = ■■■] -  <»)
and k n are corresponding eigenvalues. Reciprocals of these eigenvalues will give us the 
relaxation times of test particles. To proceed the problem, we take the function f.(x> t) as
f t  = /„ (* ) = f ‘<Pn(x )-
So we have
IS < P „ + lnfo<Pn = 0.
Substituting the terms corresponding to the operator, we get after some calculations and 
arranging in order of 0 *s derivatives
=  0. (30)
ft 7* r  0From eq. (19) and y = —- the ratio y  is found to be equal to -4. Dividing
cq (30) by y  we get after changing the variable y = x3 the following equation
y < + [ - i  + T y y ] fn  + ^ K  = o.
The next step is to use the following change of variables
4tt(y) = yA ¥niy)-
(31)
(32)
irmm\ \  i
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If we now substitute this into eq. (31), we get,
y t f + [  2*- !  + j f y \ <
A ( A - l ) - 2 A
f i +  “ i )
{ 9 y  + 3 r ) Vn = 0. (33)
This will be similar to associated Laguerre equation if the first term in the last 
parenthesis vanishes. So
A = 0, A =
Using A = in eq. (33) we obtain
„ [8 a  1 , \X.  5 a l  n
W '  + l l  + 3 7 ^ "  + [9 y  + W T "  = °- (34)
But associated Laguerre equation as defined in mathematics texts is of the form :
xLk" (x) + (* + 1 -  x) L* (x ) + Z* ( *) = 0. (35)
Comparing these two equations and reminding that a  is intrinsically negative 
(see eq. 19), eq. (34) takes the following form
(36)
Here, we have used a new variable change, | -jy 
(36X we obtain finally K = and yn = 3 n |a | -  5 a .
y = jc \  Comparing eqs. (35) and
Eigenfunctions of FP operators are thus obtained using different values for n. 
Relaxation times will be given by
-  I ’ 1 -  1
Tre,“  " 3 « | o | - 5 a '
(37)
The expanded form of the associated Laguerre polynomial for our case ^  = 'f  j ’ 's
( » + § )
= X  (- 1)Bf7l — 0
x n. (38)
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The general form of the distribution function is thus obtained as
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■o
/,(* , 0  = (x3)s,3e-*, £ c ilI(;(x3)exp(-Ai!l). (39)
/i-O
The coefficients C„ are obtained from the initial distribution function fix, 0) for 
incident particles and the orthogonality condition as
c .  = 1401
4. Discussion
If the distribution function for test particles has the shape of a 5-function L e fix ,  0) = 
S(x -  jr0), then the expansion coefficient C„ in eq. (40) will take the form
C» = (n + 5/3 )! J ^ 5 (jc_Jco)Ln <**• (4,)
The distribution function of test particles at any instant after going back from 
variable x  to v, is
/,(v. 0 =  * < " > %  “ P <-*.»• <42>
n=0 V
This gives the desired distribution function of relaxed test particles at any instant. It 
shows in fact, the evolution of the initial 5 -function shaped distribution function of test 
particles.
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